Advisor Hours for Spring 2018
engineering.sjsu.edu/essc
success-engineering@sjsu.edu
(408) 924 - 3990
Engineering Building Room 344
M-F 8:30a - 4:30p (Closed 12 - 1p)
Drop-In: 11:00a - 12:00p & 1:00 - 2:00p

Monday
- Michele Espinoza
  MW 8:30-12:00
  WR 13:00-16:00
  MF 13:00-16:30
- Netnapit Saengpitayathon
  Closed for Lunch
- Gigi Wantaniyakul
  Closed for Lunch
- Chelsea Jaculina
  Closed for Lunch
- Miguel Ibarra
  TR 8:30-12:00

Tuesday
- Michele Espinoza
  Closed for Lunch
- Netnapit Saengpitayathon
  Closed for Lunch
- Gigi Wantaniyakul
  Closed for Lunch
- Chelsea Jaculina
  Closed for Lunch
- Miguel Ibarra
  TR 8:30-12:00

Wednesday
- Michelle Espinoza
  Closed for Lunch
- Netnapit Saengpitayathon
  Closed for Lunch
- Gigi Wantaniyakul
  Closed for Lunch
- Chelsea Jaculina
  Closed for Lunch
- Miguel Ibarra
  Closed for Lunch

Thursday
- Michele Espinoza
  Closed for Lunch
- Netnapit Saengpitayathon
  Closed for Lunch
- Gigi Wantaniyakul
  Closed for Lunch
- Chelsea Jaculina
  Closed for Lunch
- Miguel Ibarra
  Closed for Lunch

Friday
- Michele Espinoza
  Closed for Lunch
- Netnapit Saengpitayathon
  Closed for Lunch
- Gigi Wantaniyakul
  Closed for Lunch
- Chelsea Jaculina
  Closed for Lunch
- Miguel Ibarra
  Closed for Lunch